**Exam conditions**

- Put away *all* books, notes, calculators, scratch paper, . . .
- *zip* your bags closed
- Turn off your phones and keep them out of sight
- Remove digital watches
- Have your student ID out
- Right away, write your name and student ID# on the front page
- Do not open your midterm until told to do so

**You can do it**

Take a deep breath and trust that you will do your best!
Good luck on the midterm!

- Midterm duration: 50 minutes
- If you finish in 40 minutes or less, you may leave if you want
- If you finish in the last 10 minutes, please stay in your seat until the midterm ends
- When the midterm ends, stop writing, close your midterm paper, and pass it down your row, or you will receive a 0 for the midterm
- When the midterm ends, do not stand up and do not start talking until all midterm papers have been collected